Sazanami kindergarten project began in 1976. The site was chosen to obtain the environment to live with nature. “Hikari” is planned to maintain the rich natural environment. The extension “Hibiki” and “Kaze”, closer to the ideal that was raised initially in both facilities and childcare content has been made. Was that its main theme as we proceed with this plan, what is whether to integrate organically environment and there is now a new environment. “Hikari” which is also the beginning of the kindergarten, for receiving the 0,1,2 -year-old, were subjected to renovation large-scale construction. Improve safety by the seismic reinforcement work, steel of the reinforcing member taken to design aggressively. In addition, as a new face of child garden, and plan the building of water responsible for three functions support school lunch, Te regional exchange and child rearing, garden environment. Roof made of a polyhedron, trace the ridge line of woodlands behind.